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British rule of Western ideas into this country.1** To my mind,
the various items above set out indicate, a relaxation which had com-
menced long before that period. And when we have regard to the
causes of the relaxation, as indicated in one or two of these instances,
the conclusion which they suggest is, that the surrounding conditions,
even in the days of the Maratha power, were too strong for the domi-
nion of rules which had had their birth under quite other and different
conditions. Originally, I suppose, the incompatibility manifested itself
only in certain special instances. But once the solvent, so to say, is
applied in that way at one point similar results sometimes follow
even at other points, though the conditions are not equally directly
favourable.
It will have been noticed that some of the instances above given,
of departure from the old rules of conduct, are instances of deliberate
departure, consciously made in view of the existing conditions,
others cannot be so clearly traced to a conscious initiative, but sfeem
to form part of what I have called a general relaxation of the rigours
of traditionary bonds. In both respects, I am disposed to think, fur-
ther progress, up to a certain point, would have been achieved, and
achieved with comparative ease, if the sceptre of Maharashtra had
not passed away from the hands of the Peshvas. Under indigenous
rulers, whose fundamental rules of Government have been illustrated
above, such progress would have come directly, and perlxaps also in-
directly, with less friction,1*8 than under a foreign power like the
British, governed by the principles which it had laid Sown £q* iAsgjfc.,
although, no doubt, the silent force of education in Western science
and art, in Western history and literature, which the British have
brought to bear, must necessarily have been entirely absent under
indigenous rule.1"
The late Sir Henry Summer Maine pointed many years ago, that
the operations of British Courts of Justice had resulted in the arrest
of the further development of Hindus Law.137 It may with truth
be said, that the passive influence of British administration generally,
has had a somewhat similar effect on the general social development
of the Hindus. It is not easy as yet to analyse fully the causes which
have so far led or are leading to such a result; nor would this be a
proper place to institute such an analysis. But speaking broadly, it
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***In the Kayastha Prabhunchi Bakhar, p. 10, it is stated that the ordinary
conduct of all castes was spiritually unclean under Mahomedan rule. Brahinans
did not observe the rules about what to eat and what not. See .also the opinions
of ifae Benares Pandits, at pp. 17-8. See further Kayastfia Prabhunchya
Sadhanen (Gramanya) P. 14; V. J. Vistara, Vol. IX, pp-31-3;
*s Shivaji pp. 97, 137; Sri Siva Kavya, Part I, pp. 51-2, 107, and
K, Macleod*s Peeps at the Far East .p. 266, for some remarks by an
on thk topic.
***Cof»pare the remarks, of somewhat similar purport, in Sir H. S. Maine's
VIEage Communities (3rd Ed.) pp. 46-7.
***This would have been absent in both its  aspects as indicated by Sir
H, S. Maine in his Village Communities, p, 273, and also pp. 270 and 288,
WTSee Village Communities pp. 45-7.

